NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
SAFETY BOARD

MEDIA RELATIONS FOLLOWING A MAJOR
TRANSPORTATION INCIDENT OR ACCIDENT
This document has been prepared by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) to help
public relations staff of a transportation operator (airline/motorcoach/pipeline/etc.), infrastructure
facility (shipping port/canal, airport/railroad depot/etc.) or manufacturer (ship builder/airframe or
aircraft engine/locomotive/etc.) involved in a major accident or incident understand the Board’s
philosophy and procedures in the hours and days immediately following such an event. In addition,
this document provides guidance about parameters established by NTSB procedures that all parties
to an NTSB investigation have agreed to follow.
COMMUNICATIONS CHALLENGES AND ASSISTANCE
The NTSB understands and appreciates the multiple communication challenges that an
organization faces when a major accident occurs. It is the policy of the NTSB to work cooperatively
with the public relations representatives of affected organizations both as they and the
NTSB are responding to the accident scene, and at the scene of the accident, itself. Experience has
demonstrated that it is clearly beneficial for the organization to seek out NTSB media relations staff
for information, guidance and coordination at the earliest possible opportunity.
NTSB MISSION
Congress created the National Transportation Safety Board in 1967, charging it with, among other
things, investigating all civil aviation accidents in the United States. In addition to determining
probable cause, the Board issues safety recommendations in an effort to prevent future accidents. The
NTSB is an independent agency, not part of the Department of Transportation, and has no
organizational connection to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
There are five Members of the NTSB, nominated by the president and confirmed by the Senate to
serve five-year non-concurrent terms. The Members serve on Go-Teams on a rotating basis and
accompany the teams to serve as principal spokespersons for the investigation while on scene. It is the
five Board Members who, under law, will eventually analyze the factual information collected by the
investigators to determine probable cause and issue safety recommendations.
THE PARTY SYSTEM
Since its inception, the Board has conducted investigations under a party system, using experts from
other agencies and organizations to provide expertise it may not possess. By legislation, the Federal
Aviation Administration is a party to every aviation accident investigation. All other parties are
selected by the NTSB based on the Board’s needs for that particular investigation. Generally some or
all of the following groups will be parties to an investigation:








Operator (airline/motorcoach/pipeline/etc.),
Equipment manufacturer (truck/aircraft/ship/etc.)
Engine manufacturer
Unions (truck drivers/pilots/machinists/mariners/etc.)
Transportation infrastructure operator (shipping port/canal/railroad depot/airport/etc.)
Emergency responders (police/fire/emergency management departments/etc.)

Additional parties may be added as needed.
THE GO-TEAM
The Board frequently learns of a major accident through the news media, often before it is
notified through official channels. An evaluation is quickly made to determine the level of NTSB
response. The closest of the 50 NTSB investigators located throughout the U.S. will immediately
respond to control the scene until the Go-Team arrives. The team usually travels to the accident
scene on a government aircraft, but occasionally flies commercial transportation. The team
conducts an on-site investigation typically lasting anywhere from four to ten days.
The Go-Team could consist of as many as a dozen or more NTSB investigators. The Investigatorin- Charge (IIC), a career employee of the NTSB, manages the investigation. The investigative
team is made up of NTSB investigators who are experts in various disciplines. Each of these
investigators serves as a group chairman with representatives from the appropriate parties assigned
to his or her group. Typically, groups are formed on-scene in all or some of the following
disciplines:
ALL MODES
 Operations
 Weather
 Survival Factors
 Human Performance
 Maintenance Records
 Vehicle recorders (if applicable)
AVIATION
 Air Traffic Control
 Aircraft Performance
 Powerplants
 Structures
RAIL
 Track
 Signals
HIGHWAY
 Motor Carrier
 Vehicle
 Highway
 Forensic Mapping (if relevant)

MARINE
 Engineering
Recorders groups work out of NTSB headquarters in Washington.
In addition to the investigative groups, the NTSB team includes staff from Media Relations and the
Transportation Disaster Assistance Division (TDA). Press officers are dispatched to accompany
Go-Teams, often with a Board Member who serves as principal spokesperson. The IIC can also
fulfill that responsibility.
For major aviation accidents involving an air carrier, rail accidents involving Amtrak, or highspeed rail passenger carriers, TDA specialists facilitate and integrate the resources of the federal
government and other organizations to support the activities and efforts of the local and state
government and the operator to meet the needs of victims and their families.
TDA specialists will also support local jurisdiction family assistance operations following other
transportation mass casualty incidents (e.g. motorcoach, marine, pipeline, general aviation, and
commuter rail).
CONNECTING WITH NTSB MEDIA RELATIONS
When an organization has been involved in an accident, we encourage one of its external affairs/
communications representatives to call NTSB Media Relations at 202-314-6100. If the office is
closed, the voicemail system will have the name and home number of the media relations specialist
on call; this individual will likely be the NTSB’s primary press officer at the scene.
Once it is established that there has been a major accident, the recorded message will be updated
periodically to announce when the team is leaving, who the Board Member is, and when, if known,
a media briefing will be held.
If the media relations specialist on duty cannot be reached, call the NTSB’s 24-hour Response
Operations Center at (202) 314-6290, and request that one be contacted. This is a non- published
number and is only for emergency purposes. Please do not publicize the communication center’s
phone number; we are providing it as a courtesy. This office has significant operational
responsibilities and is not equipped to handle public inquiries.
AT THE ACCIDENT SCENE
The NTSB immediately establishes a command post as close to the accident scene as possible,
most often in a hotel.
Once the Go-Team arrives on scene, the Board holds an organizational meeting during which
parties are designated and the investigative groups are defined. Every evening, an investigative
progress meeting will be held. Public relations representatives from the parties, attorneys and news
media are not permitted in these meetings.
The organization’s party representative (known as the coordinator) may brief public relations staff
on the progress of the investigation, but PR representatives should not hesitate to arrange to meet
with NTSB PAOs on-scene on a regular basis. The initial meeting should be held as soon after the

Go-Team’s arrival as possible.
ROLES OF NTSB AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS IN RELEASING INFORMATION
It is during the organizational meeting that the parties agree to follow the Board’s procedures, part of
which affects an organization’s PR staff. The IIC’s standard prepared opening statement contains
the following paragraph:
“The NTSB will disseminate to the public all information regarding the accident [investigation],
either through our Board Member, a media relations specialist, or me. We will hold regular
briefings to the media. Please refrain from discussing the accident [investigation] in public, or
giving information about it to the media. Any violation of this request will be considered a serious
infraction of Board rules.”
This rule protects everyone. The NTSB conducts media briefings in which only factual information
is released. The NTSB does not speculate or give out unverified information. With all parties
deferring to the NTSB to release information on the investigation, the team speaks in a coordinated,
consistent and orderly manner. Through this procedure, competition for “spin” is thus minimized,
and the maximum opportunity for coordination and cooperation among the parties is maintained.
The NTSB has no objection if an organization sends a public relations representative to the accident
site. In fact, because there are many questions the media asks that we cannot or will not comment
upon (see below), it may sometimes be appropriate and useful for an organization involved in an
accident investigation to send public relations staff to the accident site, keeping in mind the rules of
participation. Staff from NTSB Media Relations can offer guidance on when such travel to the site
by communications staff is advised.
If an organization does consider sending communications specialists to the accident site, we
strongly encourage that such actions be coordinated with NTSB Media Relations so that formal
communication lines are established. It is the goal of the NTSB not to “blind side” anyone and to
work cooperatively with all of the parties within the established guidelines.
COMMUNICATING WITH THE NEWS MEDIA
The NTSB is cognizant of the increasing pressures all of us are subjected to because of the
evolving nature of our news media. We do not wish to prevent an organization from assuring its
customers, employees and the general public of their concern for the victims and their
commitment to safety.
We intend to give organizations’ spokespersons latitude to disseminate information, provided that
such information does not interfere with the goals of our investigation and does not damage the
integrity of the party process. Therefore, an organization should stay away from any judgments
about the significance of issues, and nothing that is released should suggest that another party (or
other entity) may have played a role in causing the accident. One benefit of our procedures is to
prevent a party from offending – inadvertently or otherwise – another party and provoking a
reaction in kind.
This is not a matter, however, that lends itself to plain black and white assessments or rules. There
is some factual information that is obviously related to the investigation that nevertheless can be
released without compromising the integrity of the investigation or damaging the party system.
For example, the date the vehicle was manufactured or purchased is a fact we will need for our

investigation, yet its revelation by you in the hours after the accident will not harm the
investigation in any way and is therefore not prohibited under our regulations.
Similarly, the release of the last date of major inspection or a description of the organization’s
safety program would be permitted, but a statement like “This pipeline/aircraft/motorcoach has no
maintenance issues relevant to this accident” would clearly be prohibited because it calls for a
judgment that is not the organization’s to make; that matter will be a subject of the investigation.
Information readily available in public databases may be released by an organization without first
presenting it to the NTSB.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of what various organizations may and may not say
following an accident. There is no way all situations can be foreseen, but this list should provide an
organization with enough guidance that, combined with common sense and a commitment to our
shared goal of promoting aviation safety, spokespersons should have a good idea of what is an
appropriate post-accident response.
GUIDANCE ON POST-ACCIDENT COMMUNICATIONS – OPERATORS
In considering what would be appropriate to say, a spokesman can start off with the general rule
concept that anything that could have been said the day before the accident can be said the
day of the accident and thereafter. However, even this needs to be carefully considered. In
general, after giving the information to the NTSB, the operator should feel free to discuss the
vehicle’s registration number, age, and history, and the training and work history of the
pilot/driver/engineer, in general terms. Here is some guidance about what can be discussed in postaccident/incident communications with the news media:
The Vehicle (motorcoach/airplane/ship/train/pipeline/etc.)
OK





Registration and serial numbers
Dates of manufacture and acquisition
Cabin configuration (if applicable) and cargo capacity
Vehicle systems (however, this could be troublesome as questions could easily lead a
spokesperson to speculate on how these systems could have been used)
 When it last underwent a major inspection and its general inspection schedule
 How many of these vehicles are in the operator’s fleet (or if a pipeline, its dimensions and
length)
 Manifest information like numbers of crew and passengers aboard (in-lap infants if
known) and cargo.

NOT OK
 Characterizations of what is in the maintenance records or any other characterization that
calls for a judgment or implies involvement or non-involvement in the accident
 Any speculation about the possible role the vehicle’s components might have played
 Any discussion of wreckage patterns/tire marks/rupture characteristics, etc.

The Crew or Staff Involved in the Accident
OK
 Their names and basic personal information like their ages only with the expressed
permission of the individual, or if fatally-injured, the next-of-kin (strongly suggest consulting
NTSB TDA before releasing any names)
 How long they’ve been employed by the operator
 What vehicles they are licensed to operate
 Where they were on their trip (the second day of a three-day trip, for example)
 What equipment they operated that day and how long they’d been on duty
(All of the above information should always be provided to NTSB first.)
NOT OK
 Actions of the crew/staff leading up to the accident
 Any relationship between training and the accident
 Any speculation about what the crew/staff might have done or not done during the accident
sequence or to prevent the accident
 While there’s nothing wrong with saying the crew/staff are highly competent (why else
would you employ him or her?), stay away from statements that suggest the unlikelihood of
the crew/staff doing something wrong, or that implicitly or explicitly point fingers at others
The Accident
OK
 When the organization was notified of the accident and how it responded, both with family
assistance matters and in providing support and cooperation to the NTSB in its investigation
 Only general circumstances of the accident should be discussed; i.e., it was raining, the
flight/train/bus was on time or late, etc.
NOT OK








Descriptions of the “final moments” before the accident
What the investigation will focus on or how it will be structured
Descriptions about wreckage configurations or suppositions about accident sequence
Announcements about finding vehicle recorders and how they will be handled
Speculation on the role various factors, such as weather or lighting, might have played
Any judgments about what the issues in the investigation are going to be and anything that
implicitly or explicitly points the finger at another potential party to the
investigation

The Company
OK
 In general terms, factual information about your corporate philosophy and structure,
and practices on training, maintenance and operations
 Company size, number of employees
 History (including previous accidents)
 Business alliances
 Size and makeup of vehicle fleet
Family Assistance
OK
 Publicize a toll-free number for family members to call to receive basic accident flight and
point-of-contact information as the first steps of an operator's humanitarian support.
Emphasize that the toll-free number be used only by those who have reason to believe a
family member or friend is involved in the accident.
 Provide the media with regular updates on their progress in contacting family members of
any passengers and/or crew/staff involved in the accident. For example, let the media know
that 24 families of the 120 passengers have been contacted. An hour later, the organization
could report that 52 families have been contacted. Such reports should continue until all
victims’ families have been contacted.
 Describe the organization's family assistance plan and to describe its commitment of
resources to the family assistance operation.
 Emphasize collaboration with the NTSB, local/state government agencies, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to meet the needs of passengers, crew, displaced
persons, and their families.

NOT OK
Avoid commenting on areas that the medical examiner or coroner should officially address.
Such areas include:
 Names of crew, passengers, ground fatalities, and their family members without
expressed permission of the individual, or if fatally-injured, the next-of-kin.
 Subject matter that the medical examiner or coroner should officially address, such as:
condition of remains; victim search and recovery process; victim identification
procedures and the length of time it may take to complete the process; and cause and
manner of death.
 Names and locations of medical treatment facilities that have received patients (without
expressed permission of the treatment facility).
 Location of the Friends and Relatives Center (FRC), the Family Assistance Center
(FAC) or the location and time of planned events such as a family site visit or memorial
service.
 Specific financial compensation offered and/or accepted by family members in the
immediate aftermath of the accident.

It is also important to let the medical examiner or coroner officially release the names of the
fatalities that have been positively identified. Once this information is released by the medical
examiner/coroner, the carrier is free to discuss this with the media.
GUIDANCE FOR TRANSPORTATION FACILITY OPERATORS
In a nutshell, any statements from airport/shipping port/canal, etc. following an aviation accident
should be limited to two broad areas:
 How the accident is impacting facility operations
 Very general description of the emergency response
 What provisions, if any, are being made at the facility to accommodate family
members of accident victims
 If an aviation accident, airport layout, such as runway configurations
Any questions on the cause of the accident or the progress of the investigation should be directed
to the National Transportation Safety Board.
A facility operator might wish to give out some specific accident information immediately after the
event, much as it does routinely (such as an airport would about flight diversions or weather delays).
In these occasions, the NTSB understands the need for the facility to release operations related
information in keeping with its normal practice.
OK
 The approximate time of the accident
 The impact of the accident on facility operations, such as closures and related delays
 A very general description of the emergency response, such as the number of vehicles that
responded to the scene
 Description of provisions made at facility to accommodate family members of accident
victims
NOT OK
 Characterization of the emergency response, such as “excellent” or “fast”
 Detailed accounts of what was seen or experienced by facility personal, such as a
description of the crash itself or reports of witnesses that may have relayed information
about the crash to facility officials
 Description of passengers, crew, other victims or family members that could compromise
an individual’s privacy
There is a notable media availability that a facility might wish to perform. NTSB Survival Factors
investigators will want to debrief emergency responders early in the investigation. Once that has
occurred, the NTSB has no objection to these personnel meeting with the news media to discuss
the emergency response effort in more detail than the initial general accounts that responders may
have spoken to the media about in the first few hours after the accident/incident.

In all cases, it is the NTSB’s intention not to interfere with the facility operator’s normal
procedures or interactions with the news media, provided they do not interfere with the progress of
the Board’s investigation.
GUIDANCE FOR MANUFACTURERS
In most accidents the majority of the initial media attention is focused on the operator. The
manufacturer generally has less media exposure early on, but may be subject to greater scrutiny as
the investigation unfolds and as details emerge that could lead the public to believe that the
vehicle/pipeline systems or components played a contributing or causal role in the accident.
OK








How many vehicles/miles of pipeline have been manufactured
How many vehicles/miles of pipeline are currently in service and hours operated
How many incidents or accidents the vehicle/type of pipeline has been involved in worldwide
General description of equipment and its functions
How many company investigators are assigned to work with the NTSB
How the company is cooperating with investigators to determine the cause of the accident
Design changes planned or taken as a result of the accident (This would likely occur many
months after the accident but could happen before a determination of probable cause. Be
careful not to assign a cause to the accident but stick to a safety issue that the company
moved to address)

NOT OK
 Characterizing the performance of any equipment during the accident sequence
 Suggesting that crew/staff actions were inappropriate or inadequate in any way
 Insisting that their equipment had no detrimental role in the accident
TELEVISION INTERVIEWS
While the NTSB does not prohibit parties from providing spokespersons on morning or
evening news and interview programs, as the investigation progresses it generally will be less
and less appropriate for parties to do so.
POST-ACCIDENT MEDIA RELATIONS
Throughout the entire investigative process, an organization may be asked by the news media to
comment on the information released. As a party to the investigation, the organization cannot
speculate as to the cause of the accident or offer analysis of the factual information. Keep in mind
at all times the guidance in our regulations:
Part 831.13, Chapter 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations
”Flow and dissemination of accident or incident information”:
All information concerning the accident or incident obtained by any person or organization
participating in the investigation shall be passed to the IIC through appropriate channels
before being provided to any individual outside the investigation…[N]o information concerning
the accident or incident may be released to any person not a party representative to the
investigation…before initial release by the NTSB without prior consultation and approval of the
IIC.

INVESTIGATION MILESTONES
When the Board shuts down its on-scene media activity, the press officers return to Washington and
issue any information from there. Several days after that, the investigators themselves come home.
Recordings and Transcripts
There are a few significant milestones during the course of the investigation. In an aviation
investigation, several weeks after the accident, when the contents of the certified transcript of the air
traffic control communications (ATC) have been verified, we will authorize the FAA to release the
recorded ATC communications and transcript to the public. It should be noted, however, that the
ATC transmissions of many aviation frequencies are recorded and made available on websites
sometimes within minutes or hours of the accident or incident occurrence.
ATC recordings are not to be confused with the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) recordings, the audio
portion of which is never authorized to be released to the public by the NTSB. The original CVR
recording is always returned to the airline. The NTSB releases the transcript when it opens the
public docket, usually three to six months after the accident.
Public Fact-Finding Hearing
In an effort to collect additional information from sworn witnesses, the Board sometimes holds a
fact-finding public hearing. The hearing is held at the Board’s headquarters in Washington,
usually around three to six months after the accident. The factual reports from the various
investigative groups, as well as the transcript of the pertinent portions of any audio recordings,
are released on the first day of the hearing. If no hearing is held, those documents are released in
a public docket from the Board’s Washington headquarters, again about three to six months after
the accident.
Party Submissions
Toward the end of the process, parties have an opportunity to submit to the Board (and provide to
all other parties) their proposed conclusions, findings of probable cause and safety
recommendations. There are no restrictions on public release of these documents, although
traditionally parties have tended not to discuss them until the time of the Board meeting.
DETERMINATION OF PROBABLE CAUSE
Usually within 12-18 months from the date of the accident, the Board Members discuss and vote
upon a final report on the investigation, the draft of which is prepared by NTSB staff in a public
“Sunshine” meeting (so named after the Government in the Sunshine Act). The final report is
the vehicle through which the Board determines the probable cause of the accident and
announces its safety recommendations (although recommendations can be issued at any time
during the investigation). An abstract of the conclusions, probable cause and safety
recommendations is issued within an hour of the end of the meeting and placed on the Board’s
website. The full report will appear on the website in a downloadable format several weeks
after the meeting.
AVIATION AND MARINE ACCIDENTS OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
Under international treaty obligations, the NTSB may participate in accident investigations
occurring in foreign territories involving airplanes or ships of U.S. design, manufacture, registration,
or operator, or having major U.S.-made components. Only the investigating nation may release
information on the findings of the investigation. Therefore, all inquiries related to foreign accidents
should be referred to that country’s investigating agency.

SUMMARY
The NTSB was established in 1967. Since that time, we’ve investigated more than 140,000 aviation
accidents and thousands of surface transportation accidents. We are a public agency, doing the
public’s business. We hope a manufacturer, airline or airport never needs the information in this
document, but please do not hesitate to contact us if additional guidance or assistance is needed.
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